
Benefits 

Crystal-Clear Audio
+  Advanced, microphone noise-cancelling technology keeps     
     conversations crystal-clear

+  Acoustic Shock Protection (ASP) technology prevents volume spikes 
     or high-pitched tones

Superb Performance, Unbeatable Price
+  Most affordable UC headset in its class

+  Adjustable headband creates a truly customized fit

+  Microphone windscreen reduces wind, breathing and popping noises

Intuitive Design
+  Plug-and-play simplicity with USB connnection to PC

+  Audio compatibility with in-line control for UC applications and   
     softphones like Avaya, Cisco, IBM, Microsoft® Lync™, Skype and more

Application
+  Video conferencing, unified communications and softphones, 
     personal conferencing with privacy, mobile conferencing and webinars.

Environments
+  Open office or cubicle, small/medium business, small home office 
     and call centers.

Plug-and-Play
+  PC use is simple with standard USB connection.

Simple Control
+  Volume up/down control, mic and speaker mute control, LED indicator.

Superb Audio
+  Proprietary noise-cancelling technology filters out backgound noise, 
     Acoustic Shock Protection (ASP) technology prevents volume spikes 
     or high-pitched tones.

Superb Audio
+  CHAT 10D headset, in-line call controller, stylish travel pouch. 
     One-year limited warranty.

Features 

CHAT® 10D | Classic USB Headsets

Classic USB headset with ClearOne 

audio technology is perfect for 

applications where lowest cost, 

yet highest performance is desired.

CHAT 10 DUAL 

Headband adjusts on both 
sides for customized fit

Padded earpieces designed 
for a comfortable fit with 
extended use

Fully adjustable boom for 
optimal pickup 

Stylish travel pouch for portability

TRAVEL POUCH & CONTROLLER

In-line call controller with 
one-touch adjustments
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